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9. Energy and the economy
9.1. Introduction
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Energy use does not only have profound repercussion’s on Menorca’s biophysical environment and its
population’s way of life, but also on its economic system. As we know, the harnessing of energy sources is
the basis of all economic activity, since the very processes of extraction, transformation, commercialisation
and use of goods and services all rely on high levels of energy consumption. In fact, energy use is strongly
linked to economic growth, as shown in figure 9.1.
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1 Figure 9.1. Chart comparing global energy consumption with global gross domestic product (GDP).
Source: Gail Tverberg (2011).

The availability and cost of acquisition of energy have a major impact on a region’s economic development. A key aspect of this is external energy dependence and the need to import energy. Menorca has
a very high level of energy dependence, since 99% of primary energy currently consumed on the island is
imported, 90% in the form of petroleum products. Acquiring this energy involves the constant flow of capital
abroad. This is easier for the economy to manage when energy prices are low, with its use creating added
value, but when this is not the case the regional economy is weakened by the costs associated with energy
acquisition. Greater energy independence would mean the island was less exposed to these weakness-
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es, making it more resilient. Becoming more energy independent would mean producing more energy in
Menorca itself, where it is consumed.

9.2. Economic costs of energy acquisition in Menorca
Figure 9.2. shows the size of the economic flows associated with the costs of energy acquisition for 2013.
The figures reflect the final prices including tax, with the unit prices calculated using the average annual
prices given by a range of sources. It is important to note that not all of these costs are passed on to the
island’s economy. For example, part of the cost of fuel acquisition for the Maó thermal power station is
incurred as part of national energy expenditure, not just by Menorca.

1 Figure 9.2. Chart showing economic costs associated with the acquisition of energy in Menorca, 2013. Prices include taxes and
other charges as incurred by the end user. The units are millions of euros (M€).
Source: Prepared by the authors based on various sources, with prices estimated based on annual averages.
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7 Figure 9.3.
Distribution of economic
costs associated with the
acquisition of energy in
Menorca by type of energy,
2013. Prices, in millions of
euros (M€), include taxes
and other charges as
incurred by the end user.
Source: Prepared by the
authors based on various
sources, with prices
estimated based on annual
averages
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The total cost of acquisition of the energy consumed in Menorca is €273,91 million, of which 71,96%
(€197,12 million) corresponds to oil, and 25,74% (€70,50 million) to electricity (see Fig. 9.3.). Other fuels
(natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas and biomass) account for a much smaller portion of the total cost,
making up 2,30% in total. Because of the inefficiency of the current energy system, more than half of the
€273,91 million total is spent on energy which is then lost prior to final use. To be precise, this lost energy
accounts for €141,91 million in energy costs (see Fig. 9.4.).
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7 Figure 9.4.
Distribution of economic
costs associated with the
acquisition of energy in
Menorca by type of energy,
including the percentage
attributable to total waste,
2013. Prices, in millions of
euros (M€), include taxes and
other charges as incurred by
the end user. Source: Prepared by the authors based
on various sources, with
prices estimated based on
annual averages.

Analysing consumption by sector (see Fig. 9.5.) shows that the Maó thermal power station, which is
considered independently due to its private ownership, is responsible for the greatest energy costs: €84,22
million (30,75%), followed by land transport, with €72,75 million (26,56%). These two sectors represent
57,31% of total costs incurred. Next are the residential (€37,37 million, 13,64%) and service (€40,16 million,
14,66%) sectors, totalling €77,53 million (28,30%) between them, an amount similar to land transport. Air
and maritime transport total 10,40%, while the industrial (2,30%) and primary (1,68%) sectors account for
the lowest share.
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7 Figure 9.5.
Distribution of economic costs
associated with the acquisition
of energy in Menorca by sector,
2013. Prices include taxes
and other charges as incurred
by the end user. The units are
millions of euros (M€).
Source: Prepared by the
authors based on various
sources, with prices estimated
based on annual averages
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Comparing the actual cost of Menorca’s electricity system with the costs incurred by the island itself
gives an idea of the external economic support received. In 2013, Menorca paid €70,50 million for electricity, including tax. The actual costs that we have been able to attribute to Menorca (given that there is little
data pertaining solely to the island itself) or to calculate indirectly are: a payment of €91,1 million for the Maó
thermal power station (of which it is estimated that €84,22 million correspond to the cost of fuel), a payment
of €11,82 million for transport and distribution, and €0,5 million for the Milà wind farm. These costs, which
are not exhaustive, total €103,42 million, considerably more than the €70,50 million Menorca paid for its
electricity in 2013. The reason for this discrepancy is that a portion of these electricity costs are incurred nationally (in the form of tolls known as extra-peninsular fees) and a portion are also covered in state budgets.

9.3. The relationship between energy consumption and economic indicators
In this section we compare the change in Menorca’s gross value added (GVA, one of the means of calculating regional gross domestic product) with fuel consumption by land transport and electricity consumption,
which are the most significant elements of the island’s energy system. In order to represent the comparison
graphically, we have indexed the data to 100 with the data for the year 2000 as the base values.
The change in fuel consumption by land transport follows the same pattern as GVA (see Fig. 9.6.),
but rises and falls at a greater rate. In recent years the curves have grown further apart, indicating greater
efficiency in the sector with respect to economic activity.
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1 Figure 9.6. Land transport fuel consumption compared to Menorca’s GVA, indexed to 100 for the year 2000.
Source: Prepared by authors from IBESTAT and OBSAM data.

Making the same comparison for electricity consumption also shows a correlation (see Fig. 9.7.), with
an eventual trend towards greater efficiency in the use of electricity compared to economic activity.

1 Figure 9.7. Electricity consumption compared to Menorca’s GVA, indexed to 100 for the year 2000.
Source: Prepared by authors from IBESTAT and OBSAM data.
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9.4. Summary
• Economic activity and energy consumption are closely linked, both on a global and local scale.
• The total cost of acquisition of the energy consumed in Menorca has been calculated at €273.9 million
(2013), of which 72% corresponds to petroleum products, 25,7% to electricity, and the remaining 2,3%
to other fuels (natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas and biomass). Because of the inefficiency of the current energy system, €141,9 million is spent on energy which is then lost prior to final use.
• Part of the cost of Menorca’s electricity system is financed from state funds through regulated procedures.
• The change in Menorca’s GVA between 2000 and 2016 shows a strong correlation with fuel consumption by land transport, as well as with electricity demand, with both demonstrating increased efficiency
in recent years.
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